2011 International Dinner
February 25, 2011
Pullen Memorial Baptist Church

Electro-Statistics
Yimin Kao, Ming-Chia Lee
Songs TBA – one in Chinese, one in English

Claristat
Amanda Weller and Sam Morris
1. Invention No.4 in D minor, BWV 775 by J.S. Bach (1685 - 1750) - Arranged by H. Voxman
2. Duet No. 3, WoO 27 by L. V. Beethoven (1770-1827) - Arranged by H. Voxman

Dr. David Dickey
Songs TBA

Beth Ann Tidemann-Miller
"They Can't Take That Away from Me" by George and Ira Gerstwin

Lixia Zhang (Statistics), Qiaoqiao Liu (Electrical Engineering)
The dance "A Li Lang" is based on an ancient Korean love story. It portrays a Korean woman as gentle, loving, and loyal. Passed on for generations, "A Li Lang" has become a classic that has inspired music, dance, and drama.

Fifth Moment
Kyle White, Brad Turnbull, Kristin Linn, Siddharth Roy, Joe Uset
"Time is Running Out" by Muse

Siddharth Roy and Joe Uset
"OfficeMates" set to tune by Sonny and Cher

Fifth Moment
Katy Perry, Timbaland, Kyle White, Siddharth Roy, Joe Uset
"If You'd Be My Bayesian" - words by Kristin Linn; arranged by Brad Turnbull

NCSU Statistics International Dinner – Mar 5th 2010

Welcome.................................................................... Danny Modlin, Dinner Chair
Dr. Sastry Pantula, Dept. Chair

Meal

Talent Show....................................................... Anthony Franklin, Emcee
• Dr. David Dickey (Guitar)
• Yiwen Zhang (Clarinet)
• Dr. John Monahan (Vocal)
• Kathy Zhao (Martial Arts)
• Joe Uset (Guitar)
• Jingwen Zhou, Juan Fang, Lixia Zhang, Na Cai (Chinese Fan Dance)
• Fifth Moment (Band)